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1 Full translation questionnaire
Instructions. Please translate the sentences below into your native language.
More literal translations are preferred, but only as long as they sound natural. Give
as many translations as you like, and comments are welcome but not required. (No
need to translate the parts in parentheses; they are just supposed to help explain
what is meant.)
1. Most of the kids who go to my school like to play music. (For example, there
are 100 kids in my school, and 65 of them like to play music.)
2. Of all the kids in my school, I’m the one who plays the most instruments. (For
example, I play 7 instruments, two of my friends play 6 instruments, and lots
of people play one or two instruments, but nobody else plays more than 4.)
3. I don’t like most of the music they play on the radio.
4. My brother Hans also plays many instruments, but not more than me.
5. The member of my family who plays fewest instruments is my sister Karin.
6. During most of the summer we have played music every day.
7. I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve eaten
during the summer.
8. But it is probably Hans who has drunk the most coffee. (For example, Hans
drank three cups every day, and the rest of us drink one or two cups every
day.)
9. Mom says that he ought to drink less coffee.
10. I am the one who drinks the least coffee.
11. But I am also the member of our family who eats the most cookies. (For
example, I eat on average 5 cookies per day, and other members of my family
eat on average 4 or fewer cookies per day.)
12. Mom baked cookies yesterday and I ate most of them. (For example, she
baked 20 cookies and I ate 14.)
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13. I drank most of the milk too. (For example, there were two liters of milk and
I drank 1.5 liters.)
14. I’m not the one in the family with the thinnest waist.
15. I ought to eat fewer cookies.
16. But it’s hard since mom bakes the yummiest cookies in the whole world.
17. Many try, but few can resist mom’s cookies!
2 Table of results
Family Genus Language Strategy Prop-Rel
Afro-Asiatic Lowland East Cushitic Somali PERIPH NO-YES
Semitic Arabic M YES-YES
Hebrew PERIPH NO-YES
Turoyo (Surayt) CMPR NO-YES
West Chadic Hausa CMPR ◇-◇
Algic Algonquian Passamaquoddy M NO-YES
Mik’maq VERY NA-NA
Altaic Tungusic Evenki M NO-YES
Turkic Azari CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Kazakh PERIPH NO-YES
Turkish PERIPH NO-YES
Austro-Asiatic Viet-Muong Vietnamese PERIPH NO-YES
Austronesian Barito Malagasy PERIPH NO-YES
Chamorro Chamorro PERIPH NO-YES
Greater Central Philippine Tagalog M NO-YES
Javanese Javanese PERIPH NO-YES
Malayo-Sumbawan Indonesian PERIPH NO-YES
Balinese PERIPH NO-YES
Oceanic Maori VERY NA-NA
Yapese Yapese PERIPH NO-YES
Aymaran Aymaran Central Aymara CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Basque Basque Basque M YES-YES
Dravidian South-Central-Dravidian Telugu VERY NA-NA
Southern Dravidian Kannada CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Malayalam PERIPH NO-YES
Tamil OTHER? NO-YES
Eastern Sudanic Nilotic Luo (Dholuo) CMPR NO-◇
Lango CMPR NO-◇
Nubian Kenuzi-Dongola CMPR+ALL NO-YES
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Family Genus Language Strategy Prop-Rel
Gunwinyguan Gunwinygic Gunbarlang VERY NA-NA
Indo-European Albanian Albanian CMPR NO-◇
Armenian Armenian CMPR NO-◇
Celtic Breton M NO-YES
Irish CMPR NO-◇
Germanic Dalecarlian (Elfdalian) M YES-YES
Danish M YES-YES









Greek Greek CMPR+DEF YES-YES
Indic Hindi CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Iranian Gilaki CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Kurdish (Sorani) M NO-YES
Luri CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Persian M NO-YES











Iroquoian Southern Iroquoian Cherokee M NO-YES
Japanese Japanese Japanese PERIPH NO-YES
Kartvelian Kartvelian Georgian CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Korean Korean Korean PERIPH NO-YES
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Family Genus Language Strategy Prop-Rel
Mande Western Mande Vai CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Mayan Mayan Kaqchikel CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Na-Dene Athapaskan Navajo CMPR+ANY NO-YES
Nakh-Daghestanian Lezgic Lezgian CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Niger-Congo Bantoid Kagulu VERY NA-NA
Swahili CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Defoid Yoruba CMPR ◇-◇
Kwa Akan VERY NA-NA
Ga CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Northern Atlantic Wolof CMPR ◇-◇
Oto-Manguean Chinantecan Chinanteco VERY NA-NA
Mixtecan Mixtec CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Zapotecan Eastern Chatino VERY NA-NA
Quechuan Quechuan Cochabamba Quechua CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Salishan Interior Salish Okanagan Salish M NO-YES
Sino-Tibetan Bodic Tibetan M NO-YES
Burmese-Lolo Burmese M NO-YES
Dhimalic Dhimal CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Mahakiranti Newar (Dolakha) CMPR+ALL NO-YES
Chinese Mandarin PERIPH NO-YES
Siouan Core Siouan Lakota PERIPH NO-YES
Tai-Kadai Kam-Tai Thai PERIPH NO-YES
Uralic Finnic Estonian PERIPH NO-YES
Finnish M YES-YES
Ugric Hungarian M YES-YES
Uto-Aztecan Aztecan Nahuatl (Huasteca) CMPR+ALL NO-YES
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3 Selected glosses
Glossing outside of superlative structures may be simplified and approximate. In a
few cases, a language that we included in our sample will not be represented below
because we did not feel we could offer complete glosses for the area outside of the
superlative structure. In addition, a small number of elicited sentences have been
replaced by published data where available. For each language given below, we
present glossed translations of prompts targeting three meanings:
1. Quality superlative on absolute reading
2. Quantity superlative on relative reading
3. Quantity superlative on proportional reading
For each language, we indicate the primary strategy used to translate superlative
prompts as well as our classification for the language in terms of relative and propor-
tional reading availability. Languages are organized by family (section) and genus
(subsection) designations according to WALS. A summary of all results in table
format can be found at the end of the supplement.
Spelling and orthographic conventions have been largely preserved from consultants’
original responses. Minimal changes have been made in some cases for greater con-
sistency with conventions used in previous published work on individual languages.


































































































































































































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve




















































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
























‘But that is very difficult because mom bakes cookies that are the most


























































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve








































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve







































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
eaten during the summer.’
3.4 Oceanic
































































































‘The majority of the children like to play musical instruments at my school.’
Note: nuinga ‘majority’ appears to be composed of nui ‘be many’ and -



























































































‘Many of the kids who go to my school like to play music.’
3.5 Aymaran
3.5.1 Aymaran




































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
























































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve





































































‘Out of all the children in my school, I am the one who plays the most
instruments / who plays instruments the most.’
Note: This could be an adverbial superlative, since there is no adjectival





























































1Gloss of shumicës as ‘majority’ based on glosses from Curtis 2012: 72.
Curtis, Matthew Cowan. 2012. Slavic-Albanian Language Contact, Convergence, and Coexistence.
PhD dissertation, The Ohio State University.
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‘I do not know how (much) coffee we have drunk and how (many) biscuits
we have eaten during the summer.’
3.9 Armenian
































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve











































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
eaten during the summer.’
3.9.3 Germanic




















































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve


























































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
eaten during the summer.’












































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve












































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve


































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve






























































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve












































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve





























































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve





















































‘Of all the kids in my school, I’m the one who plays the most instruments.’
Proportional quantity
(89) Di: maischde Kender, wo: en d’Schual gang@d, mach@d gern Musigg.
def many.sprl child.pl ? ? school go play gladly music























































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve


























































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve















































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
eaten during the summer.’
3.9.7 Iranian








































































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve














































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve


































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
















































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve


































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve





































































































































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
eaten during the summer.’
3.9.9 Slavic





























































































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve



























































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve






































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we’ve drunk and how many cookies we’ve
eaten during the summer.’
4 Japanese
4.1 Japanese






















































































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we drank and how many biscuits we’ve
eaten during the summer.’
5 Korean
5.1 Korean






























































































































































































































‘I wanted to catch the very big fish.’











‘My brother ate very much rice.’












‘We ate almost all of the fish that we caught.’












































































































































































































































































Chatino (San Juan Quiahije Eastern Chatino) VERY, NA-NA
Capital letters correspond to tone sequences (Cruz, 2014). Sequence laE tiE de-
















‘I picked up a really heavy pumpkin.’


















‘I am the one who ate a lot of cookies.’














‘And I ate a lot of cookies.’ Prompt: And I ate most of them (cookies).
5.7 Quechuan
5.7.1 Quechuan
































































































































































‘But that is very difficult because mom bakes cookies that are the most






















































































































































































































































































































‘I don’t know how much coffee we drank and how many cookies we ate in
the summer.’
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